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1. Introduction 

Neologisms can appear in any situation, but most noticeably they are a part of the rapidly 

evolving language used on the Internet (Cook 2010:1). Even though they are by default not 

immediately accepted into formal dictionaries, they can be seen as representations of language 

evolution (Racoma 2012 n.p.). In general, it is not a matter of inventing all new words, but 

instead using elements from already established words (Finegan 2004:59). A neologism 

develops from a diachronic process (Fischer 1998:6) and there is no way of determining 

which neologisms will remain in use, and possibly be added as regularly used words, and 

which ones will disappear from use.  

 Through the widespread use of the Internet and its numerous forums for writers 

and readers there have been many new innovative ways of conveying messages based on need 

and purpose. The Internet is providing excellent occasion for communication between people 

of all ages and from all countries. It has also created frequent opportunities for spreading new 

expressions across a large number of users and thus making, above all, English neologisms 

emerge simultaneously around the world. The connecting link for people is usually a shared 

interest, and there are many specialised online forums to be found for each, whether it is 

travel, books or games. 

 For those interested in games there is also the option to meet in Massively 

Multiplayer Online games (MMOs) in a virtual game world. These games are games that 

anyone can play with other people on the Internet. Taking the online immersion even one step 

further, gamers can choose to play Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games 

(MMORPGs) where they interact with each other on a daily basis through avatars (Yee 

2006:3). MMORPGs are the most common type of MMO and there is a great diversity of 

games regarding genres and target audience. Many of these have English as the default 

language and users from native English speaking countries as well as those from non-native 

English speaking countries therefore use English as the preferred language. These are 

environments where new expressions, both game-related and real-life-related, appear and are 

used by people regardless of age and origin.  

 Due to this diversity, and a lack of previous studies made in a gaming setting, 

other than the studies of Nilsson (2009) and Kalima (2007), this essay will focus on a 

synchronic investigation of neologisms used in an MMORPG environment. How old words 

are used in new contexts, or how new words might be developed in the realm of the game, 

will be investigated in this essay. The word formation processes that are valid for this purpose 

will be explained in section 2 and information about the material and method used are 
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disclosed in section 3. This will be followed by a presentation of the findings and an analysis 

in section 4, a discussion in section 5 and a conclusion in section 6. A conclusion in section 6 

about how neologisms thrive and develop in online games will sum up the findings of the 

investigation. The hypothesis is that the game environment is a creative setting for using 

words in new contexts and adding on extra meaning to existing words. 

 

2. Theoretical background 

2.1 The formation of new words  

There is a certain procedure before a new word has evolved from a neologism and further into 

accepted vocabulary. For the neologism to advance into dictionaries, it will require a certain 

permanent frequency over time and in various contexts (Fischer 1998:3-4). It is, however, not 

clear exactly what constitutes a reasonable period of time before a new word has been entered 

into dictionaries, other than the various dictionaries that exist online. Merriam-Webster, for 

example, informs on their website that “a word must be used in a substantial number of 

citations that come from a wide range of publications over a considerable period of time” 

(Merriam-Webster 2012). Exceptions can be made, but they are rare. When the appropriate 

frequency has been achieved it will result in the neologism becoming part of the common 

vocabulary (Fischer 1998:7-8). The path of creating and establishing a new word is therefore 

usually a long one. 

 The process of forming new words and increasing the vocabulary of a language 

can either be done through borrowing from another language, creating completely new words 

or changing existing words and word parts (Finegan 2004:52). For this essay, borrowing from 

other languages is not applicable; instead, the focus will be on neologisms formed by 

changing existing words or creating new words. This development can start with a nonce-

formation, a word that has been coined for a specific reason and occasion with or without the 

intention to be used again, as nonce is derived from Middle English for the once. However, 

when such a formation is used repeatedly by several speakers, it is said that a process of 

institutionalisation has started and the nonce-formation becomes a neologism (Fischer 

1998:7). There are other ways for neologisms to appear and in many cases they are 

intentional. People who depend on media exposure compete for attention and neologisms are 

one of many devices that are used (Lehrer 2003:380). There are even competitions online and 

in newspapers for inventing new words. 

 The word formation processes that are valid for this essay are foremost 

shortenings, affixes, semantic and functional shift. The shortenings in this study include 
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blends, clipping, and back-formation. Blends are created by combining parts from existing 

words, usually nouns (Finegan 2004:55). Brunch (breakfast and lunch) and smog (smoke and 

fog) are known and used blends. It might seem that this ought to make language more 

efficient, but Lehrer mentions that it can be quite the opposite, and that blends require some 

form of interpretation from readers and hearers as well as an understanding of the words 

blended (Lehrer 2003:369). Clippings originate from using part of an existing word and 

shortening it by deleting parts of it. Exam from examination and sax from saxophone are two 

examples of words created through this process. Back-formation appears when a new word is 

made through removing a supposed affix from an existing word, and is often made from a 

noun into a verb (Finegan 2004:55). Edit from the noun editor and diagnose from the noun 

diagnosis are both examples of back-formation. Affixes means to add morphemes to existing 

words and this is a very common way to produce new words (Finegan 2004:52). Adding 

multiple affixes, both prefixes and suffixes, is not uncommon and words like de-central-

isation are good examples of this. Functional shift happens when a word belonging to one 

syntactic category alters to another without the word itself undergoing any changes to the 

form (Finegan 2004:56). The noun market evolved into the verb market without changing 

anything about the original spelling or pronunciation. When the meaning of a word is 

extended, or shrunk, in its range of application, it is due to a semantic shift (Finegan 2004:56). 

Dog, for instance, was used to describe a specific large and strong breed but is now used as a 

reference for all types of dog.  

  

2.2 MMORPG and Lord of the Rings Online 

The focus of this essay will be on the MMORPG Lord of the Rings Online (LotRO) that is 

based on the world created in the books by J.R.R. Tolkien (Lord of the Rings Online 2012). 

The reason for choosing this game is that there is a general consensus within, and outside, the 

community that the player-base has more mature attitude, i.e. the players show a willingness 

to help others and have less tolerance for so-called forum-trolls, than in other MMORPGs 

(Fiddler 2012, Olivetti 2010). Therefore any neologisms in use would suggest that it is an 

accepted form in this environment or at least on the verge on becoming one. A reason for the 

mature attitude might be that many players are already devoted in one way or another to 

Tolkien's Middle Earth and the characters inhabiting it. As a testimony to this, there are many 

player-created websites and blogs that continuously report from the game, making the 

immersion even greater. A Casual Stroll to Mordor is one such very popular site with news 
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and tips for the players and it is an example that the lore from the books is very important 

(Casual Stroll to Mordor 2012).  

 There is a notion that the stereotypical gamer is a teenager, when in fact only 

around 25% of the MMORPG players are in their teens (Yee 2006:16). Although the actual 

player-base demographics are not disclosed by the gaming industry, there are studies that 

suggest that the average player is in their 30s (Caplan et al. 2008:993). It also seems that older 

players actually play more than younger players (Caplan et al. 2008:1002), and this provides a 

stable and recurring player-base using a terminology accepted within the game and by the 

other players. The language register used in MMORPGs is often specific for the particular 

genre but the players are also very adept in creating and using neologisms from other sources. 

Some forms will remain in the realm of MMORPGs as there is no apparent use for them 

outside the game, but other forms can readily be used outside the virtual realm, such as bio 

and nom mentioned in section 4.1 and 4.8  

 As previously stated, an MMORPG is a virtual game environment that supplies 

a persistent world to users of the game which means that even when a user is logged off, 

events and time in the game move on independently of this (Yee 2006:3,5). Due to the vast 

number of players, identical versions of the games are placed on several different servers and 

the users choose which server to play on, either randomly or by preference (joining friends 

already playing or per advice from game forums). The progression in a game world like this is 

often dependent upon dialogue with other users as many tasks or quests require more than one 

player in order to succeed. Within MMORPGs chatting in some form is essential and there are 

usually a number of different chat-channels for this purpose within a game. 

 In LotRO, one can chat in a variety of channels, all depending on what kind of 

company or information is desired. Some channels are built-in by the developers, such as Out 

Of Character (OOC), Trade and Regional. These are available throughout a specific region in 

the game. The LotRO world consists of a map, where one region, for instance, is the Shire 

and another is Rivendell. This map is explored, little by little, through expansions to the 

game. Players can also create their own channels and some of these are open to all whereas 

others are used for specific members, either with or without a password. The most commonly 

used channel created by players, and one that exists in one form or another on all servers, is a 

Global Looking For Fellowship (GLFF) channel. A fellowship is a group of maximum six 

players who help each other for a limited time, usually for a specific quest. The GLFF channel 

is a way to reach players on the server regardless of what region they are playing in. It is also 

a known forum for casual chat. 
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  There used to be servers that were dedicated to the American players and 

placed in the US and some that were more directed towards the European community and 

physically located in the UK. The European servers also included French and German servers, 

meaning that the games were localized specifically for these languages on certain servers. 

However, the servers are all physically based now in the US but the division on the servers 

between the continents remains to a large extent. Users who are in the same time-zone 

naturally tend to find each other easier and more frequently if they are on the same server, and 

they can even decide a meeting time and place for joint gaming. Due to the original split of 

the servers, a higher percentage of native English speakers on the former US-servers is 

expected.  

 

2.3 Terminology in LotRO 

The terminology in LotRO is similar to other online games and many of the words are already 

established within other MMORPGs. It can therefore be said that a standard exists for these 

types of games and communities. In many cases the game itself introduces these terms 

through the game-play setup itself. Kinship, or kin, is used in LotRO to signify a group of 

people who have the intention of playing together for a long period of time, mostly based on 

purpose for playing. Some kinships are dedicated to Role-Playing (RP) and others focus on 

end-game content, such as more combat-based instances called raids. Usually, part of the 

standard language in games consists of acronyms, or pure initialisms, to speed up the writing 

and saving keystrokes (Herring 2011:3), and in many cases it takes time to comprehend them 

all as several are references to instances and places in the games. Examples of frequently used 

abbreviations are pst, short for please send tell, xp for experience points, wts and wtb for want 

to sell/buy, and mt for a miss tell (writing in the wrong channel) in channels. Word formations 

of this type will not be mentioned or explored further as Nilsson (2009) and Kalima (2007) 

have included many of them in their studies. 

 Terminology is also affected by the use of emotes that are available in the game. 

An emote is a command in the game that is used to perform a certain social action (Herring 

2011:5). For example, if a character named Laerlin uses the command “/kiss” in the chat 

window and has another user named Thorbi targeted, it will then read “Laerlin kisses Thorbi” 

in the chat window, and the character in the game will perform an action of blowing a kiss. 

There are a variety of these emotes to perform and given that LotRO attracts many RP-users, 

the emote-mechanism is widely used.  
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3. Aim, Method and Material 

3.1 Aim 

The purpose of this essay is to see whether new words are coined, or old words are used with 

new meanings, in a specific gaming community. For comparison, the Oxford English 

Dictionary (OED) will be used in order to verify if a word can be considered to be a 

neologism or not. Other online dictionaries will be referred to as well, but the definitions from 

the OED will be prioritised. The terminology within gaming is usually closely related to other 

Internet phenomena and new expressions spread quickly and are often subject to adaptation. 

The intention is to search for new words, i.e. words that do not appear in the OED, that are 

created or used through shortenings, functional and semantic shift or affixes.  

 All gaming communities have their own target group, but the objective has been 

to seek out a community that appeals to people of all ages, as that would provide more 

reliable material regarding acceptance of any neologisms. In a gaming community where 

people are of heterogeneous background in terms of age and origin, the chances are that any 

new expressions that are used have also advanced past the unstable phase of a new word. 

Having been previously employed in the game developing industry, the choice of a gaming 

environment felt natural and it is therefore of interest to find use of neologisms in this 

particular environment.  

 

3.2 Method and Material 

A quantitative method to determine the frequency and usage of neologisms is used for the 

analysis. The analysis is based on a corpus compiled from the different informal chat-

channels that exist in the game. The population on a server should affect the amount of 

communication for obvious reasons, but as there is no public information regarding server 

population, the servers were chosen based on information from other players in online forums 

or fan-sites, such as mmorsel (mmorsel for Lord of the Rings Online 2012). The corpus 

material has been taken from two Role-Playing (RP) servers and two non-RP servers. One 

player base, with one RP-server and one non-RP server named Laurelin and Snowbourn, hails 

primarily from various European countries. The other two, named Landroval and 

Brandywine, hail from the United States. This means that, from the two servers in the US, a 

much higher percentage of native English speakers can be expected to be represented. Exactly 

how big the difference is cannot be determined. However, this division also provides a 

possible variation in the terminology. The primary source on all servers is a common chat 
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channel that is accessible for registered users in the game regardless of where in the game 

they are.  

 To gather material, the available chat-channels have been observed and logged 

during a period of time at different hours of the day. On the Laurelin server there was also an 

opportunity to participate in fellowships and raids that was not an option on the other servers 

due to the level of the character played in the game. Consequently, some words were only 

found on this particular server as some expressions are mostly used in smaller groups, which 

the presentation of the results in section 4 shows. Due to the time difference, logs from the US 

servers have been collected during European day and evening hours, and they might therefore 

not reflect the prime time hours of players overseas. Material is derived from the chat-

channels available to registered users in LotRO. Logs were made during the day at various 

times and this is to be able to have a fair representation of the players' diversity, as work and 

school as well as other real-life activities impact their time spent online. The intended use of 

the primary source, which is the global channel, is to look for fellowships and raids, so many 

posts are of the same nature. The channel is usually not used while fighting in the game, so 

some conversations can be rather lengthy and elaborate. However, most discussions or 

requests are fairly short and concise. Efforts have been made to capture as much chatting as 

possible between 22 November and 6 December 2012.  

 The data was collected over a number of periods which totalled approximately 

40 hours, divided between the four servers. The intention was to have an equal presence on all 

servers, but there was a slight unevenness in favour of the European servers. The main cause 

for this was due to the time-zone difference, as the American servers were more active during 

very early or very late European hours. This did not however affect the end result as the 

number of words on the Brandywine server, for instance, was greater than that in Snowbourn 

server (Figure 1), which evened out the time discrepancy. The investigation is thus not 

considered to have suffered from any major imbalance of material from either of the servers. 
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22%
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Figure 1: Percentage of total words per server 

 

 The material has not been altered with regard to spelling or use of expressions. 

However, each of these logs have been edited to remove channel-names, such as “Globallff” 

and “Regional”, that appears before each chat entry as it should not be part of the word-count. 

Also, the generic messages that “You have been marked as being AFK due to inactivity” and 

“You are no longer AFK” have been deleted from the logs that were reviewed. There is 

unfortunately no way of accessing older material for comparison as no chats are automatically 

saved locally, unless actively choosing to do so when logging in. Each log-session has to be 

started upon entering the game-world and it is then stored with session-name and date in a 

specified folder for the game. 

 Thirty-four files of varying size from the four servers have been used in the 

corpus, comprising 51 319 words in total whereof 7 254 were noted as  distinct words. Table 

1 shows the number of files per server, and Laurelin has the highest number of files due to the 

opportunity mentioned earlier to capture chat logs from raids and fellowships. Switching 

character also entailed creating a new log-session which increased the number of files on 

Laurelin. 

 

Table 1: Files per server 

Server Number of files 

Landroval 7 

Brandywine 8 

Snowbourn 8 
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Laurelin 11 

Total number of files 34 

 

The complete corpus can be found in the Appendix. Each file in the corpus has a specific 

reference code such as ‘SB121204’, where SB corresponds to the Snowbourn server and 

121204 is the year, month and day of collection. In some cases there is an additional number 

after the date, indicating that it is, for instance, the second or third log of that particular date. 

‘LR1211252’ would then translate into Landroval server, 25 November 2012, second log.  

 After removing channel-names and the like from the files, the corpus has then 

been analysed through WordSmith (Scott 2012). WordSmith is a software for finding word 

patterns in text and it was used for compiling, counting and sorting words from the chat-logs, 

as well as being a tool for providing easy access to the context of a word. The wordlists from 

WordSmith have been reviewed in total, per US or EU server and also per RP or non-RP 

server. The material has then been manually revised and organised to reflect usage and type of 

word formation. Comparisons were also made to see whether usage differed depending on 

location (EU or US) or preferred gaming style (RP or non-RP). Expressions relating to the 

study have been compiled and presented in table-format under section 4 and some examples 

are also elaborated further upon with quotes from the texts.  

 Due to the relatively small corpus, a decision was made to include the possible 

neologisms that occurred only once or twice. The tables presented in section 4 are therefore 

quite extensive.  

 

4. Presentation of results 

When comparing the neologisms on the EU servers to those on the US servers, there was not 

any great difference between them regarding the type of neologisms. However, the EU servers 

showed a slightly higher percentage of neologism usage, 4.22%, compared to the 2.16% of 

the US servers. Further, the non-RP servers showed a 3.73% use of neologisms compared to 

RP-servers with a 3.00% usage. The results found when comparing EU to US and non-RP to 

RP indicates that there is a possible distinction between them. 

  When reviewing the word formation processes in use, functional and semantic 

shift and affixes were the most common. Clippings and words with an unknown word 

formation process, were also quite frequent in use. Figure 2 shows the number of types of 

possible neologisms per word formation process. Blends, onomatopoeia and back-formation 

were the least common word formation processes per type.  
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Figure 2: Number of types of possible neologisms per word formation 

 

Figure 3 shows the total number of tokens of each word formation process. However, as many 

words can belong to more than one process, Figures 2 and 3 can be only regarded as 

representing a possible trend that needs further investigation. 
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Figure 3: Number of tokens per word formation 

 

 The results, i.e. possible neologisms, from the chat logs are disclosed below in 

section 4.1-8 in tables per word formation process. However, as some words are the result of 

more than one process, the caption of each table and heading of each sub-section is therefore 

to be used as a suggestion of word formation, as a word might also be appropriate for another 

table. Further, selections of neologisms from my data are presented after some of the tables to 
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highlight the use and context for purposes of illustration only. The selection is partly 

randomly chosen, but it is also chosen in part with respect to neologisms already mentioned 

and reviewed in the studies made by Kalima (2007) and Nilsson (2009). LotRO is one of 

many MMORPGs and, when a word is considered to be common to other such games, that 

will also be noted and explained for the selected words. 

 

4.1 Clipping  

There were only 17 different clipped word formations found in the game, and these are listed 

below in Table 2. However, these 17 are in frequent use in the chat logs (274 times), as Figure 

3 showed, and many of these can also be found in other MMORPGs. All the clipped word 

formations are explained in Table 2, but to illustrate the use of some of these, a random 

selection is presented after the table, with excerpts from the logged texts, as mentioned in 

section 3.   

 

Table 2: Clipped forms used in LotRO  

Clipped 

Form 

Full Word Meaning Number of 

occurrences 

Alt Alternative Alternative character in the game 17 

Burg Burglar One of nine classes available in the 

game 

45 

Char Character  9 

Crit Critical A critical hit or additional chance for a 

critical hit 

14 

Grats/gratz Congratulations  16 

Inc Incoming Amount of healing that can be 

received from another player 

3 

Inst Instance Private adventure, either in group or 

alone 

11 

Insta Instant Usually compounded with nouns as in 

“insta-devestate” 

2 

Inv Invite Wanting or extending an invitation to 

group up 

9 

Log Login/logoff Used for both login and logoff 21 

Mats Material Used when talking about crafting 2 

Med Medallion An in-game award that can be used for 

barter 

5 

Mini Minstrel One of nine classes available in the 

game 

31 
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Rep Reputation Standing with various factions around 

the game 

20 

Rez Resurrect To bring back a player who has been 

defeated 

3 

Skirm Skirmish Story instances with incremental 

rewards 

24 

Stat Statistics Determines how a player performs in 

game 

11 

 

Alt 

Alternate characters are referred to as alts in the game and this clipped form is widely used in 

any MMORPG where one can have more than one character per account. This form was 

found on all four LotRO servers. 

 

 (1) Rsias: 'doing deeds is hell' 

  Rsias: 'hahahaha' 

  Singoalla: 'make a few alts =)' (LN121206) 

 

 (2) Miruz: 'is roth on any alt or?' (LN121203) 

 

Usually the first character created, or the one used most often, will become the main character 

and the others will then be alts as in example (1) and (2). The meaning of example (1) is that 

a new low-level character earns rewards for doing deeds at a faster rate than a high-level 

character, and making alternative characters is thus a quick way to earn these rewards. 

 

Grats 

Congratulations has been clipped in the game into both congrats (OED 2012) as well as 

grats, but in the game the shorter version is used more frequently, and it is spelled with both s 

and z as in example (3) and (4). This form is not present in the OED. It also appears in an 

even more truncated form of gz (Nilsson 2009:19) as example (5) shows. There were no 

instances, however, where this shortest version was ever typed gs in LotRO.  

 

 (3) Lettland: 'Bug THX [Tarnished Symbol of Celebrimbor]' 

  Taffildir: 'grats!' (BW121123) 

 

 (4) Leggomyy: 'Completed:Dressage' 
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 Leggomyy: 'woot' 

 Swertarner: 'gratz. (BW121206) 

 

 (5) Dazgralin: fireplace :D 

 Dazgralin: gz!!!! (LN121206) 

 

Using shortened forms of congratulations is very common in most MMORPGs, as players 

tend to extend their best wishes to each other after various achievements, and it is an accepted 

form to use. Normally, this is used in smaller groups, but can also be found when someone is 

sharing an accomplishment on GLFF, and (3) and (4) are examples of this. 

 

Med 

Med, as in example (6), is a clipped form of medallion and is by all accounts unique in this 

sense to LotRO.  

 

 (6) Savyll: 'foundry t2 need cappy, healer and randoms.. thanks (farming 

 for meds, seals and [Star-lit Crystal])' (SB121203) 

 

The form med is generally more known and used as a clipped form of medical or medicine. 

The form used in LotRO will most likely have little spread outside the gaming community. 

 

4.2 Back-formation 

There were only two forms of back-formations found in the game, and they are both discussed 

below Table 3.  

 

Table 3: Back-formations used in LotRO  

Back-

formation 

Derived 

from 

Meaning Number of 

occurrences 

Bio Biological Taking a biological break, i.e. for food or 

bathroom  

2 

Decon Deconstruct Usually used when deconstructing a weapon 3 

 

Bio 

Bio is a back-formation of the term biological and it is used to indicate that a player is taking 

a short break to go to the bathroom (or the kitchen) as example (7) and (8) indicates. This 
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term is quite common in many MMORPGs and even though it is not entered into the OED, 

the Cambridge Dictionaries Online has the term “bio break” as an entry for Business English, 

but only in that particular combination (Cambridge Dictionary 2012). Bio, in the sense that is 

used in games, is not a free morpheme in standard English. 

 

 (7) Mjalin: Roll for [2 Star-lit Crystals] 

 Tilby: 2!!! 

 Tilby: Its all too much!! -bio!-brb hehe (LN121206) 

 

 (8) Druagar: afk for bio (LN1211252) 

 

Bio is used mostly in groups of players, fellowships or raids, as the term means that the group 

will need to wait for a player before proceeding with their quest. For that reason, bio was only 

found on one of the servers, Laurelin, as that was the only server available for grouping.  

 

Decon 

Decon is the second back-formation found in LotRO and is it derived from the word 

deconstruct. It is used for the same purpose as the original word, i.e. in the sense of 

deconstructing something.  

 

 (9) Iomdur: 'anyone know if this is worth anything? [Relic Removal 

 Scroll'  

 Garthen: 'naw.. just toss it to me'  

 Belphanior: 'I'd suggest to hold on it' 

 Belphanior: 'when you have t7+ relics (i.e. level 75+ weapon) it is a very 

 handy thing to use' 

 Belphanior: 'because best relics take tons of shards to make, and you 

 won't get them back on decon' (LR1212063) 

 

 (10) Dohan: 'Yes I deconed it' (LR1212062) 

 

It is specifically used in the game and seems to be unique to LotRO, most likely due to the 

game mechanic of deconstructing weapons and both (9) and (10) are commenting on weapon 

deconstruction.  
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4.3 Functional and semantic shift  

The functional and semantic shift were the word formation processes most frequently used, 

apart from affixes. Table 4 is therefore extensive as all the 32 types (see Figure 2) are listed 

and explained. The selection discussed after the table is also quite comprehensive. However, 

this being said, some of these words might belong in other tables as well. PvMP in the table 

stands for Player versus Monster Player, which is a specific form of combat between players 

in a restricted area.  

 

Table 4: Function and semantic shift in LotRO  

Word Meaning in OED Meaning in game Number of 

occurrences 

Aggro Trouble, annoyance To hold aggro means to keep 

the hostile attention of a mob. 

Also ‘to aggro’ 

(Function and semantic shift) 

5 

Buff To polish with a buff To give someone a boost 

(Semantic shift) 

2 

Cappy Like a cap Colloquial for the Captain 

class 

(Function and semantic shift) 

108 

Creep A sneak A member of the army of 

Angmar - evil side. Used in 

PvMP. 

(Semantic shift) 

27 

Deed That which is done Special tasks with rewards. 

Also ‘deeding’ 

(Function and semantic shift) 

30 

Drop A globule of liquid Item/s left after killing an elite 

enemy 

(Semantic shift) 

31 

Heal To cure A healer 

(Function and semantic shift) 

69 

Instance Urgency Private adventure in group or 

alone. Doing an ‘instance’ 

(Function and semantic shift) 

74 

Kin Family Short for Kinship 

(Semantic shift) 

44 

Kinship Relationship by descent A group aiming to play 

together for a longer period of 

time 

(Semantic shift) 

20 

Kinsman A relative by blood Member of a Kinship 

(Semantic shift) 

3 

Legacy The function or office of a Class-specific bonuses 5 
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delegate or deputy designed to amplify your class 

skills and traits 

(Semantic shift) 

Lock A contrivance for fastening Locks - as used with raids - are 

designed to prevent any player 

from completing the same 

stage of an instance multiple 

times in a short period of time 

(Semantic shift) 

7 

Mob A disorderly or riotous crowd Any creature that can be 

attacked 

(Semantic shift) 

24 

Ninja A person trained in the feudal 

Japanese art of ninjutsu 

Someone who steals valuable 

loot from others. Also ‘to 

ninja’ 

(Function and semantic shift) 

4 

Node A knot, a knob A resource node i.e. a ground 

generator in which materials 

for crafting can be found 

(Semantic shift) 

2 

Pet An animal kept for pleasure or 

companionship 

A companion, human or 

animal, used in fights 

(Semantic shift) 

4 

Raid A sudden or vigorous attack or 

descent upon something for the 

purpose of appropriation 

Raids are similar to Instances, 

but are designed on a larger 

scale with encounters for two 

or more fellowships of players 

to complete 

(Semantic shift) 

253 

Random Having no definite aim or purpose Often used when searching for 

someone to fill a spot in a 

group, not class-dependent, a 

‘random’. 

(Function and semantic shift) 

71 

Relic An object or artefact held sacred 

by some other religion or culture 

Relics are items which can be 

slotted on Legendary Items in 

order to add additional bonuses 

to their user 

(Semantic shift) 

24 

Roll To obtain (a particular number) on 

a roll of the dice 

To start a completely new 

character  

(Semantic shift) 

34 

Run An act or spell of running Doing or “running” an instance 

or raid. Also ‘a run’ 

(Function and semantic shift) 

48 

Session The sitting together of a number of 

persons for conference or the 

transaction of business 

Session Play allows you to 

play as a temporary character 

(Semantic shift) 

2 

Skirmish An irregular engagement between 

two small bodies of troops 

Skirmishes are short, 

accessible, randomized, 

44 
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scalable, story instances with 

incremental rewards 

(Semantic shift) 

Solo To perform an action on one's own Usually refers to an instance 

meant to be played alone 

(Function and semantic shift) 

9 

Spawn To become reproductive Nodes and mobs appear at 

certain locations at various 

intervals 

(Semantic shift) 

8 

Stance An attitude adopted in relation to a 

particular object of contemplation 

Stances are toggled abilities 

that alter various aspects of a 

character, such as damage dealt 

or block rate 

(Semantic shift) 

3 

Tank An armoured military vehicle 

moving on a tracked carriage and 

mounted with a gun 

A class/player taking aggro 

and protecting the rest of the 

group. Also ‘to tank’ 

(Function and semantic shift) 

160 

Tap To strike lightly, but clearly and 

audibly 

To access someone else's mob 

and gaining experience 

(Semantic shift) 

5 

Toon A cartoon character Sometimes used when 

referring to one's character in-

game 

(Semantic shift) 

13 

Trait A particular feature of mind or 

character 

Traits enhance your character, 

usually giving them permanent 

bonuses while they are slotted, 

but sometimes also granting 

additional abilities. Also ‘to 

trait’ 

(Function and semantic shift) 

14 

Troll A person who posts deliberately 

erroneous or antagonistic 

messages to a newsgroup or 

similar forum with the intention of 

eliciting a hostile or corrective 

response 

Often used both as a verb and a 

noun in the same meaning as 

OED, but has also been 

extended to be an adjective 

(Function shift) 

23 

 

Aggro 

The OED states that aggro is “trouble, violent behaviour, aggressive tendency etc” (OED 

2012) but in LotRO the clipped term from aggravation is often associated with someone 

getting hostile attention from an enemy. The role of certain classes in the game is to ‘hold’ 

aggro so that others are not hurt as example (11) is complaining about. Comments (12) and 

(13) are discussing the negatives with the ‘wrong’ players or NPCs (Non Player Character) 

getting aggro. 
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 (11) Tigrjonok: 'come to kill bugud when he is at 400k and you still have 

 not secured aggro come on guys :P' (LN1212052) 

 

 (12) Finnson: 'So does wild horse ever end, or does it just wander around 

 til it aggros everything it can see?' (LR1212062) 

 

 (13)  Humba: 'unitl riders came out fervour vas main stance, now ardour is 

 viable and glory is better supported by available gear, but glory and 

 fervour are more healer arrastment, go in ardour, orcs die, heal is on tank 

 and you get invited to 12 men runs manned by 6ppl' 

 Dinenglor: 'Minus that you get aggro and die instantly.' (SB121203) 

 

This is a term common to other games and it is used in the same context as within LotRO. 

The term was found on all four servers. 

 

Drop 

The word drop is used both as a noun and a verb in the game. A drop is something left from a 

defeated enemy, often also referred to as loot, and it is mostly used for the more desirable 

items in the game. Loot is however anything taken from an enemy but a drop is usually of a 

rarer kind as examples (14) and (15) suggests.  

 

 (14) Bownarro: 'the battered ring is a rare drop though =p' 

 Arrowdynamic: 'rare? I have 5of them' 

 Kralizec: 'ring might be rare drop in the future-think its too common now' 

 (BW121206)  

 

 (15) Lilyvalarian: 'Ooh farming is dropping these too [Cracked Rhi 

 Helvarch Sigil]'  

 Blightborn: 'All gathering skills Farming Scholar mining chopping the 

 wood' 

  Ordolfried: 'adds whole new meaning to farming sigil doesn't it?' 

  Lilyvalarian: 'yup' (BW1211292) 
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Other MMORPGs seem to be using drop in the same context and for rare items and it was 

common on all LotRO servers logged. 

 

Kinship 

In LotRO, a kinship, or kin for short, is a group of players intending to play together for an 

extended period of time for various reasons, and new members can be recruited via entries 

alike example (16). The more popular term for this in other MMORPG is called guild but as 

LotRO holds on to many traditional features, guild is instead used in crafting contexts. 

 

 (16) Loriandra: 'The Kinship Serenity is recruiting! We're looking for 

 people to join our group. So, if you have a mature attitude, if you're 

 willing to contribute to our kin, and if you're interested, please whisper :) 

 (social kin, got Vent/forum)' (LN121204) 

 

The clipped form kin is also often used when compounding words in LotRO as can be viewed 

in examples (17-20).  

 

 (17) Cathrine: 'and how did our dragon voices reach here all the way from 

 kinchat o:' (LN121206) 

 

 (18) Sanchi: 'On the second day of xmas my true kinsman sent to me, two 

 waterwork turtles and a shooting elf in a talan tree' (LN121126) 

 

 (19) Olrad: 'when my kin reaches lvl 10 can i purchase another kinhouse?' 

 (BW121206) 

 

 (20) Riverssong: 'I think you'd both be surprised at the number of people 

 who a) don't really care about endgame, or b) actively avoid endgame 

 because they don't want to deal with the raiders.' 

 Kanomir: 'well people who don't like endgame already have lots of  content <.< 

 what about people that enjoy raiding with their kinmates? è_é' 

 (BW121126) 
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The word kinship in this sense is unique to LotRO and, being a part of the game setup, it is 

used frequently on all servers. 

 

Ninja 

A ninja is explained in the OED as “a person trained in the art of ninjutsu” or acting or 

moving “in a manner similar to a ninja”. In LotRO, and other MMORPGs, a ninja is someone 

who steals valuable loot from others, usually from those in the same group as examples (21) 

and (22) shows. 

 

 (21) Edelnir: 'Evawyn kiker at final boss of the instance, care with him' 

  Edelnir: 'master looter ninja' (LN121203) 

 

 (22) Leggomyy: 'you fight people ninja the boks tage your mob and run 

 off' (BW121206) 

 

Ninja is used both as a noun and as a verb, and to ninja something means to steal it right from 

under the noses of team-members. There seems to be a semantic shift happening to the word 

in this context and it is shifting towards a negative connotation.  

 

Roll/reroll 

To roll or reroll a character means to create an entirely new character in the game or delete an 

existing one and start over and the comments (23-25) indicate this. The term might have 

originated from older board games such as Dungeons and Dragons where dice determined 

aspects of a character.  

 

 (23) Redera: 'Or roll another alt.' (LR121206) 

 

 (24) Amluguir: 'i rolled a guy with an awesome backstory and list of gear 

 and then we never ended up playing :/' (BW121206) 

 

 (25) Kinabalu: 'You're a level 7 Dwarf, just reroll (LN121204) 

 

This is of frequent use within other MMORPGs as well as long as there is the choice of 

creating more than one character.  
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Solo 

Solo is defined in the OED as “an action performed on one's own” (OED 2012) and in LotRO, 

as well as in other MMORPGs, the definition has been extended to suite the game-play.  

 

 (26) Sunabozu: 'Draigoch 6/7 ~ 1 Random / Burg / OP Guard / Warden 

 that can solotank' (SB121130) 

 

Compounding has in example (26)  been used to create the word solotank, from solo and tank, 

which means the ability of a character to aggravate an enemy by themselves and let the rest of 

a team perform other actions without risk of being hit. 

 

 (27) Duvelon: 'so how long is rift soloable for hunter?' (LR1212062) 

 

 (28) Ricojepan: 'im rank 11 but np' 

 Ricojepan: 'and only creeps need numbers to kill something' 

 Fealinwe: 'then why is Brim recruiting more numbers Rico? :P' 

 Ricojepan: 'cuz here its 24 craid to kill soloers ?' (LN121206) 

 

For the examples above, suffixes have been added, making soloable  in (27) a word denoting 

an act that can be managed alone and soloers such as in (28) are various users who are not in 

a group with others.   

 

 (29) Dugald: 'many instances suffering from npc's not spawning -  sometimes 

 quitting and retaking it again later works' 

 Urlic: 'ok ta' 

 Dugald: 'supposed to be fixed in next patch' 

 Dugald: 'not so bad in solo instance (LN1212053) 

 

 (30) Laerlin: 'It's only an exploit when Turbine says it is. Forming a raid 

 and killing mobs is very much using game mechanics. Doing it while it 

 was unavailable, that has a good argument, agreed. But when it *was* 

 available, disagree.' 
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 Baimeldir: 'They should just make the things solo and be done with it.' 

 (LR121206) 

 

Here, in the examples (29) and (30), the word solo is used as an adjective, meaning that the 

instance is meant for one person only and that others cannot or will not enter. Solo was used 

in various forms on all four servers. 

 

Troll 

A troll on the internet is well known to most and the OED has a drafted addition as someone 

“who deliberately posts provoking entries on forums” (OED 2012) and it also becomes the act 

of trolling. The same is true in most games, and every now and then someone enters a chat 

channel to disturb and provoke others. In LotRO a functional shift has been noted to the word 

in the adjective form. 

  

 (31) Alfiryn: 'GLFF is strangely comforting when it isn't being used for 

 GLFF purposes.' 

 Alfiryn: 'and GLFF = global looking for fellowship' 

 Candyboo: 'glff can also be trolly/spam/free stuff' (LR1211222) 

 

In this context (31), the mentioned chat channel (glff) itself is regarded as being possibly 

trolly in the meaning that trolls frequent said channel. The use of the word troll is spread on 

all servers and it appears to be an accepted form. 

 

4.4 Compounded words  

Compounded word formations appear all the time, but most frequent are the ones related to 

kin or raid in the game and these also appear in other word formation tables. Table 5 shows 

those that are seen in LotRO, and even though the number of occurrences is few in total, they 

show the variety of the compounded word formations. The term lagspikes could possibly be 

considered for use outside the game. They will not be discussed as they appear in other 

sections as well. The uses of the terms kin and solo, for example, are explained in section 4.3. 

 

Table 5: Compounded words in LotRO  

Compounded Meaning Number of 

occurrences 
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Kinchat Chat channel available for kin-members only 1 

Kinhouse House available for kin-members 1 

Lagspikes Sudden and heavy lag in connection to server 1 

Raidgroup Group joining to do a raid together 1 

Sessionplayer Player doing a specific instance or session 1 

Skirmraid A skirmish instance played as a raid  2 

Solotank To tank without assistance 5 

Supernerf To severly weaken something 2 

Traitline A specific line of traits that provides an extra benefit 1 

 

4.5 Affixes  

Table 6 shows the affixes found in the chat logs. Some of these are already mentioned and 

described in examples after Table 4 and other affixes are included in other tables. For 

example, the use of the term skraid will be explained in section 4.6 and solo and roll/reroll 

are mentioned in section 4.3.The affixes in Table 6 will therefore not be discussed further. 

 

Table 6: Affixes in LotRO  

Affixes Meaning Number of 

occurrences 

Craftable Items that can be crafted  2 

Debuff Applying a negative effect - opposite of a buff 1 

Dpsers Players doing damage per second 4 

Dpsing Doing damage per second 1 

Ganked To be killed by a larger group 1 

Ganker Someone participating in a large group kill 3 

Ganking The act of killing in a large group 2 

Lotroers People who play LotRO 1 

Lvled Player who has gained in level 1 

Nerfed Something that has been weakened 1 

Nerfing The act of weakening someone/something 1 
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Nomming The act of eating 1 

Nommy Describing something that is very good to eat 1 

Raiders Member of a raid-group 3 

Relog Logging back into the game, either on the same character 

or an alt 

7 

Reroll To delete an old character and start a new 4 

Respawn To reappear at a specific location 4 

Rpers Name for players involved in Role-Playing 1 

Rping Players who are Role-Playing 1 

Skraiding Doing skirmish raids 2 

Soloable Instance that can be played alone 1 

Soloed An instance that has been played alone 1 

Soloers Players playing alone 3 

Soloing The act of playing alone 2 

Trolly In this case, a description of a chat channel 1 

Wowing Acting childish 1 

 

4.6 Blends  

The only use of blends found in the chat logs was the term skraid and it is listed in Table 7. 

Illustrations of its use follows the table. 

 

Table 7: Blends in LotRO  

Blend Meaning  Number of 

occurrences 

Skraid Skirmish Raid 69 

 

Skraid 

A new way of fighting was introduced a while back in LotRO, and they were called 

skirmishes. These are scaled combats, ranging from solo combat to a full raid, which is meant 

for 12 players. Hence, skraid is derived from skirmish raid and the shortened form skirm raid 
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is also frequent in the chat channel, but skraid is far more common and the use is described in 

examples (32) and (33).  

 

 (32) Laerlin: 'As for skraids, they're so mind-numbingly boring with very 

 little reward that I don't blame people for doing something just as mind-

 numbingly boring for much, much more reward. :P' 

 Daerion: 'skraids have good rewards, some of the best jewelry even with 

 instances' (LR121206) 

 

 (33) Saellyn: 'well i was sayin' that more for everyone else. i aint in a habit 

 of constant skraiding these days' (LR121206) 

 

LotRO is the only environment where this blend can be found, also due to the set up of the 

game-play. This form appeared on all servers but was for some reason less frequent on the 

European RP-server.  

 

4.7 Onomatopoeia  

There were not many instances of onomatopoeia in LotRO and when used it was mostly in 

voice chat or in raidgroups. In Table 8 the only type found is explained, and this form seems 

to be exclusive to LotRO. The number of occurrences were all from the same conversation on 

the Snowbourn server. 

 

Table 8: Onomatopoeia in LotRO  

Onomatopoeia Referring to  Number of occurrences 

Shing Usually “shing shing” 

referring to the 

champion class and 

how it sounds when 

they are using their 

weapons 

6 

 

Other ‘classes’ in the game can also be referred to based on the sounds of their weapons, but 

no other such instances were found in these logs. 

 

 (34) Wandilidim: 'I haven't played a champ since SoA days, how much have 

 changed?:P' 
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 Molor: 'not much, they are still the same :P' 

 Larso: 'shing shing is still shing shing :P' 

 Wandilidim: 'Shing Shing still being the same is very important^^' 

 Larso: 'it is!' (SB121203) 

 

As example (34) shows, the champion class is partly defined as being shing shing, which is 

meant to indicate their special fighting skills in the game. Their task is to do as much damage 

as possible to as many mobs as possible using both their weapons, thus creating a sound 

resembling shing shing. 

 

4.8 Unknown word formations  

There were a number of words that are difficult to determine exactly what word formation 

process was used, and they are therefore presented as “unknown” in Table 9, and some of 

these are explained in more detail below the table. 

 

Table 9: Unknown formations in LotRO  

Word Meaning Number of 

occurrences 

Dorf Dwarf 3 

Freep Short term for Free Peoples used to describe characters fighting 

the Army of Angmar. Used in PvMP.  

15 

Gank Gang kill, a group of players killing a single opponent. Used in 

PvMP. 

5 

Main Referring to main character, i.e. usually character most played 4 

Meh Normally used for “shrugging” 7 

Nab/Noob Beginner or someone who does not know how to play a class 6 

Nerf To weaken something/someone. Used in PvMP. 5 

Nom Used in the meaning of eating 4 

Sauce Used with “awesome” meaning the best something can be 2 

Woot A term of excitement 6 

Zerg Overwhelming an enemy, similar to gank. Used in PvMP. 1 
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Meh 

Meh is an utterance used in LotRO for expressing both indignation and indifference or 

boredom, and only through context is the intended meaning disclosed. For instance, in 

example (35) below it is used for stating that another game became uninteresting after playing 

it for some time. 

 

 (35) Erkendan: 'I had fun with TOR for a couple of months but after a 

 while it was meh' (LR1211222) 

 

However, in the following sentence (36), meh is used to express indignation or frustration 

over game mechanics that are not working properly. 

 

 (36) Druagar: 'meh whats happing with the instance quests ....teice now 

 there is no instance for Entwash rep....damn annoying' (LN121206) 

 

This is an utterance that is not restricted to MMORPGs but is common in other situations as 

well (Hann 2007). It was used on all four LotRO servers. 

 

Nom 

Nom nom is the US variant of the British expression yum yum according to Oxford 

Dictionaries and it is possibly derived from Cookie Monster in the TV show Sesame Street 

(Oxford Dictionaries 2012). There is only reference to this particular variant of the expression 

in the dictionary, but it appears to be more flexible in its use in LotRO.  

 

 (37) Jhazmin: 'Quick dinner :P' 

 Ellehilde: 'what did you nom?'  

 Jhazmin: 'A sandwich of ham and cheese (LN1211252) 

 

This conversation (37) indicates that nom is not fully equivalent to yum as the expression 

“What did you yum?” would not make sense. The benefit of using a fairly new expression is 

that there are ways of modifying and testing the boundaries of it before it has become too 

fixed. The nom in this context suggests a replacement for the verb eat. It was found in use in 

smaller groups on the European RP-server Laurelin and not in the global chat channel. The 
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expression itself can also be found as an Internet phenomenon but has seemingly evolved past 

the original context. 

 

5. Discussion  

The results were both expected and unexpected. It was expected that the non-RP servers 

would have higher use of neologisms but it was not expected that EU servers would have the 

higher rate of neologisms in comparison to the US servers. The differences were, however, 

not that large in either case. This being said, it is clear in retrospect that the corpus itself is not 

large enough. To fully grasp the neologisms present in this game community, much more time 

spent on logging chats would have provided this essay with a better base for drawing 

conclusions and presenting examples that sustained said conclusions. As was mentioned 

earlier, some neologisms did not appear as often as would have been required to establish that 

it indeed can be considered ‘proof’ of a neologism. Thus, further investigation and much more 

material is needed for this research to be completely valid in my view. Still, the trends found 

in the corpus can be used for additional studies. 

 The neologisms themselves were plentiful, which was a bit surprising, but in 

this case it would have been of great use to have a non-gaming partner who could review the 

material logged. As mentioned in section 3.1, the fact that I have been previously employed in 

the game developing industry was a factor for choosing the gaming environment, but it cannot 

be ruled out that certain neologisms might have been unintentionally excluded due to this, as 

the terminology is familiar to me.  

 There were neologisms found that were in use only in specific areas or in 

smaller groups. This made any comparison between servers difficult and uneven as they 

became inaccessible for me on all but one server; the European RP-server Laurelin. Bio and 

nom were two such neologisms that were found in the company of players who knew each 

other. Also, all the words used in PvMP  were mostly logged in a specific level-restricted area 

and this was a hindrance on all servers except Laurelin. However, I made the decision to 

include the PvMP words in the study as they are quite common in other MMORPGs as well, 

apart from perhaps creep and freep.  

  Deciding which word formation process the possible neologisms belonged to 

turned out to be the most difficult part. The tables are therefore not quite consistent and many 

words ought perhaps to be present in more than one table. The presentations of some of the 

words also indicate this issue. To determine the correct word formation process is therefore 

not quite so straightforward. Function and semantic shift was used in a high degree, such as 
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ninja and aggro, as was affixes to these and other common words, and this is perhaps the 

most interesting find. It could be explained by the fact that it is easy to use words that most 

are familiar with, but in new contexts that still make sense. Clippings were in high demand as 

well and that was expected as communication needs to be effective in this setting. Some of 

the clippings, such as rez and inv,  are also used in other online games, which suggests there is 

a common knowledge prior to playing the game.  

 The OED did not contain as many expressions as would have been imagined and 

it seems that this form of acknowledgement is indeed a slow process. The drafted troll entry 

in the OED, for instance, is from 2006, and even so, there were a number of examples of its 

use over a period of time. The process of entering a word into a dictionary such as the OED 

seems a bit unclear. The possible neologisms found in this study will therefore most likely 

remain unofficial for some time yet, even though some are in frequent use in other forums as 

well. 

 

6. Conclusion  

Electronic communication is a concern for language purists as they fear it will corrupt the 

grammar (Herring 2011) and in LotRO and other MMORPG environments the process of 

language evolution is indeed thriving. This said, more and more data is being collected about 

CMC and it has become an area of interest for linguists (Herring 2011). There are many 

neologisms that are common within the realm of MMORPGs and quite a few are connected to 

other Internet phenomena. There is certainly a variety in creating new words, or new forms of 

old words, and many of these are applied to the situation and the game environment.  

 The data found seems to support the hypothesis of this essay, ‘that the game 

environment is a creative setting for using words in new contexts and adding on extra 

meaning to existing words’. Several of the expressions mentioned above are not new in the 

sense that they recently appeared, but they are still not considered established enough to be 

entered into the OED, for example. The specific register of MMORPGs will probably remain 

separate from the common vocabulary for some time yet as mentioned above, but the 

diversity of the player base could suggest that it is possible for a spread even outside this 

realm.  

 The corpus and the study of chat in LotRO would perhaps have given more 

information had the time period been longer and the US servers been accessed regularly 

during their evening hours, which is usually “peak gaming time” for most. The scope might 

have thus been too narrow to make a truly comprehensive study. The word formation 
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processes in the study varied, but it was interesting that blends only occurred once in the logs 

as the word skraid. That particular word formation process seems to be viewed as peripheral 

by linguists (Lehrer 2003:369), and this seems then to be a confirmation of their theories. The 

MMORPG environment seems to be a hotbed for creating numerous variants of already 

established words and it will indeed be interesting to follow the development, and, more 

importantly, to see if they are acknowledged outside this forum. 
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Appendix: Chat logs from LotRO 

 

Chat logs from LotRO during Nov 18 - Dec 6 2012 from Brandywine, Landroval, Laurelin 

and Snowbourn servers are available upon request. 

 

 


